Safety Net Scheme
The University recognises that the continued impact of the global pandemic throughout the 2020-21
academic year has affected the lives of our whole community. For students completing the final part
of a degree programme, the impact will have been especially acute. However, the University has a
responsibility to all of its students to ensure that the awards it makes are rigorous and academically
equivalent to those that it has made in the past and those that it will make in the future.
It is impossible to know with any certainty what the precise impact of the pandemic and the
restrictions on daily life have had on individual students. Some may have been impacted profoundly
and the University’s mitigating circumstances policies have sought to assist where that is the case.
Other students may have experienced very little disruption. Many will have dealt with general low
level, but persistent disruption throughout the year. The Safety Net Scheme is intended to mitigate
that kind of disruption that students may have faced, whilst maintaining the University’s academic
standards.
The Scheme provides an opportunity for students to retake assessments that they have already
passed at the first attempt during the 2020-21 academic year without risk to the award they have
already achieved (unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy), to given the
opportunity to improve their classification.
The University’s normal regulations on marking and moderation will apply to all assessments
submitted under the Scheme. The information contained in this document outlines the features and
rules of the Scheme in all other respects.
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Student FAQ document
Safety Net Scheme registration guidance
Level 6 (Honours Degree) guidance
Level 6 (Direct entrant) guidance
Level 6/7 (Integrated Masters) guidance
Level 6 (Bachelor of Arts with QTS) guidance
Level 6 (Bachelor of Arts Social Work) guidance
Level 7 (Postgraduate Diploma and Taught Masters) guidance
Level 5 (Foundation Degree) guidance
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2020/21 – Safety Net Scheme
Student FAQ Document
This FAQ document should be read in conjunction with the guidance documents available on the
Registry Services Portal pages
Students experiencing difficulties with assessments, who may require an extension or deferral,
should speak to their academic department, with further information on the Mitigating
Circumstances Scheme available on the Registry Services Portal pages
The requirement to provide independent documentary evidence in support of extension and
deferral requests has been waived for the 2020/21 academic year.
1. What is the ‘Safety Net’ Scheme?
The Safety Net Scheme allows students to retake assessments they have passed in
the 2020/21 academic year with the aim of ultimately improving their classification.
A student taking further assessment via the safety net Scheme can only improve the mark of
any assessments they select; the component/module mark and classification cannot get
worse as a result of assessments undertaken under this scheme. 1
These retakes are also referred to as ‘Improvement Opportunities.’
2. Which students does the Safety Net apply to?
The scheme applies to students studying modules in the 2020/21 academic year on the
following awards and levels:
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelors Degree Level 6
Foundation Degree Level 5
Integrated Masters Level 6/7
Taught Masters Degree Level 7
Postgraduate Diploma Level 7

Students can only retake assessments completed in the 2020/21 academic year and for final
module results published from 1 March 2021. This is the date module results are published
following the assessment boards; it does not mean that students can only retake
assessments submitted on or after 1 March 2021.
For example, a full time Bachelors Degree student who studied Level 6 in the 2020/21
academic year will be able to retake any of the Level 6 assessments they completed this
academic year, not just those submitted from 1 March 2021.
3. Does this also apply to part time students?
Yes, if they are studying on one of the awards and levels specified in the answer to question
2 then they are entitled to register for improvement opportunities.
1

unless the student commits a serious breach of the academic integrity policy

4. Will the no detriment policy from 2019/20 also be applied?
Yes, if a student has a no-detriment average from the 2019/20 academic year that is better
than their standard average for that level/year, it will be used in addition to the 2020/21
safety net. For example, a Level 6 full time Bachelors Degree student is likely to have a nodetriment average for Level 5 from the 2019/20 academic year.
5. Do all final level marks count towards the average and classification of undergraduate
awards?
The best 100 credits from the level are used in the calculation of the average of Bachelors
Degrees and Foundation Degrees, which in the vast majority of cases means the lowest 20
credits are discounted. For example, a Bachelors Degree student with marks for 120 credits
at Level 6 will have the lowest 20 credits discounted.
Integrated Masters students also benefit from a 20 credit lowest mark discard.
See classification guides for further information.
6. Does this only apply to students who successfully complete their award in the 2020/21
academic year?
No, it is available to all students who meet the criteria set out in the answer to question 2;
students must apply at the point the result of the relevant module is published following
confirmation by the Awards Assessment Board. Examples are provided in the regulatory
guides available on the Registry Services Portal pages.
7. When do students need to register for improvement opportunities under the Safety Net
Scheme?
Students will have seven calendar days from the date official results are published on evision
following the Awards Assessment Board. Late applications cannot be considered, so it is
critical that students check their results as early as possible following publication.
8. How do students know when their results will be published?
Registry Services will email students at least 7 days before their results are published to
confirm the release date, and will then send another email to students once results have
been published. It is critical that students regularly check their University email account to
ensure they do not miss any published results.
9. When will the improvement opportunities be due for completion?
Undergraduate students receiving results on 9 June 2021 will be given the option to take
improvement opportunities either in the June/July 2021 assessment period, or with

attendance/engagement with the modules when they run again in the 2021/22 academic
year, from September 2021.
Students on Bachelors Degrees leading to Qualified Teacher Status and those on the BA
(Hons) in Social Work will receive results on 16 July 2021 and will be given the option to
take improvement opportunities in their August assessment period, or with
attendance/engagement with the modules when they run again in the 2021/22 academic
year, from September 2021.
Postgraduate students and those on other programmes will retake the assessment at the
next opportunity, with the deadline set and communicated by the relevant academic
department.
10. How do students let the University know which assessments they wish to retake?
The University has created a registration system which students will be able to access via
their confirmed online results. The system only shows the assessments the student is
allowed to register for. Guidance notes (including screenshots) and a user video are
available on the Registry Services Portal pages. Registrations must be submitted via this
system; any submitted via any other method (eg email) will not be accepted.
11. Is there a deadline for registering for improvement opportunities?
Yes, given the extremely tight turnaround, students have a maximum of seven days from
publication of results to register for the assessments they wish to retake; late registrations
cannot be considered. The deadline will be communicated in advance and via the online
results information published on evision after the Assessment Board.
12. If a student doesn’t want to take any improvement opportunities do they need to
inform the University?
No.
13. What happens if a student attains a lower mark following the improvement opportunity?
If a student attains a lower mark following the improvement opportunity the previous,
higher mark will be retained; unless they breach the Academic Integrity Policy, a student
cannot attain a worse mark as a result of assessments retaken under the Safety Net Scheme.
14. If the improvement opportunity is taken with attendance will the University charge a
tuition fee?
No, for students registered at a University site there is no fee for improvement
opportunities, even if taken with attendance. Those studying with a partner organisation
should check the position with the partner.

15. Will students already awarded a classification be entitled to any maintenance payments
whilst undertaking the improvement opportunities?
No, as the award is already completed, Student Finance will not provide funding in these
cases. For example, if a student awarded a Bachelors Degree opts to take improvement
opportunities with attendance they would not be charged a tuition fee by the University
However, they would also not be entitled to any maintenance payments from Student
Finance. This is based on Student Finance rules and is not at the discretion of the University.
16. Will a tuition fee be charged to undergraduate students taking reassessments in
failed/deferred modules with attendance and will they be eligible for maintenance
payments?
Yes, students registered at a University site will as usual be charged a pro-rata tuition fee in
these cases. If they have not already used up their additional year of funding they should be
eligible for maintenance payments from Student Finance, but in all cases must check this
with Student Finance before making a commitment to attend.
17. Will students keep the original award whilst undertaking improvement opportunities?
Yes, students will keep their original award (if made) whilst undertaking improvement
opportunities via the safety net scheme. For example, if a Bachelors Degree student is
awarded a 2.2 but decides to take improvement opportunities under the scheme, they will
keep the 2.2 Degree during this period.
18. Where can students get advice on the Safety Net Scheme?
Advice can be sought from a number of different areas: Registry Services and the relevant
academic department(s), for example. The University is also developing a calculator tool,
which will assist students in calculating the potential impact of improving particular
assessment results. This tool will allow the vast majority (there are some exceptions
where a student is on a bespoke course) of students awarded a Bachelors Degree or
Foundation Degree to see what the impact of improving specific component marks would
be on their average and, by cross-referencing with the classification guide, how this
would affect their classification.
The University is committed to providing you with as much information and advice as
possible. However, ultimately the decision on which, if any, assessments to retake is the
responsibility of the student.
19. Can students register for improvement opportunities in assessments completed in previous
academic years?
No, the Safety Net Scheme is being put in place to take into account the disruption caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic in the 2020/21 academic year. Other measures such as the nodetriment policy were in place in the 2019/20 academic year, so students cannot opt to
retake assessments from previous years.

20. Can students register for an improvement opportunity in a module they have
failed?
No, the Mitigating Circumstances process is available to help students who are
experiencing difficulties completing assessments on time, to the best of their abilities, or at
all. If a student fails a module at first attempt, they will be offered a reassessment but the
module mark will be capped at the pass mark.
21. Can students register for an improvement opportunity in a component they have failed in a
module they have passed on aggregate at first attempt?
Yes. For example:
Coursework (worth 50% of the module mark) – 35% Fail
Take home assessment (worth 50% of the module mark) – 51% Pass
In the above example, the student has passed the module with a mark of 43%. In this case,
they could register for an improvement attempt in either or both components; this includes
the coursework, as even though they failed that component they passed the module overall.
Please note that this doesn’t apply to some professionally-regulated programmes where all
components must be passed in order for the module to be passed.
22. Can students register for an improvement opportunity in a module in which their failure has
been condoned?
Yes, if the module was a first attempt and has been condoned in the 2020/21 academic year
the student can register for an improvement opportunity in any of the assessments. Further
information on condonement may be found on the Registry Services Portal pages.
23. Can students register for an improvement opportunity in a module passed at second or third
attempt?
No, these modules are capped at the pass mark and if a student did retake the assessments
the result would still be capped, so it would make no difference to their classification.
24. Will students receive the certificate for the original award whilst undertaking improvement
opportunities?
Certificates will be issued at the usual time; if a student subsequently improves their
classification, Registry Services will request that the original is returned, and upon receipt
will then send out the updated version.
25. Will students be able to attend a graduation ceremony whilst undertaking an
improvement opportunity?
Yes, if they have a qualifying award and if the University is in a position to run graduation
ceremonies the student will be invited. Please note they would not be invited again even
if the classification improved.

26. Will students be able to defer the improvement opportunity if they experience mitigating
circumstances?
Yes, if a student opts to take assessments again but cannot, as a result of mitigating
circumstances, they will be able to apply for a deferral to the next assessment point.
27. Will students be able to apply for an extension of the submission deadline for the
improvement opportunity?
In the summer assessment periods extensions are extremely unlikely to be possible for
undergraduate students as a result of the tight turnaround time between the
assessment deadline and the point at which results need to be confirmed. The ability to
automatically self-certify will be removed from the Mitigating Circumstances application
system during this period. Unless a short extension has been pre-approved, any work
submitted after the deadline will not be marked; students cannot submit late and then
apply for the late work penalty to be waived as there is insufficient time to mark the
work. If a student has elected to take improvement opportunities in their summer
assessment period but cannot then meet the deadline, they can request for the
improvement attempt to be deferred.
The deadlines are not as tight for postgraduate students, who will be able to request
extensions in the usual way.
28. If a student already awarded a classification doesn’t improve it following the
improvement opportunity can they opt to take other assessments again?
No. For example, if a student awarded a 2.2 decides to retake two components but,
following completion of the assessments, does not improve their classification, they will not
be entitled to take any more assessments and the 2.2 classification will be final.
29. What happens if a student doesn’t submit the improvement opportunity by the deadline and
doesn’t officially defer it to the next assessment point?
In these cases, the improvement opportunity is spent and the original marks and award
will be confirmed at the next Awards Assessment Board. Students will not be given
another opportunity to take the assessments if the submission deadline is missed and a
deferral has not been approved.
30. If a student is awarded a First Class Degree (Bachelors and Integrated Masters) or a
Distinction (Masters Degree, Postgraduate Diploma or Foundation Degree) can they
register for improvement attempts to improve the profile of marks?
No, the Safety Net Scheme is in place to protect a student’s final classification, so if a
student already has the best classification possible (1st Class or Distinction) they will not be
entitled to take further assessments.

Screenshots and guidance notes for the Safety Net registration System
This guide demonstrates how to use the safety net registration system. The system is only available
for a brief period (normally 7 calendar days) after results are formally published; you will be notified
by email both in advance of and after results publication, so it is important that you regularly check
your University email. Further information about the safety net scheme is available on the Registry
Services Portal pages.
Screen 1 – select when you want to take the improvement opportunities(s)
If you are an undergraduate student registering for an improvement opportunity in June or mid-July,
you will see this screen first. Please select whether you are registering for the improvement
opportunity in the summer assessment period or with attendance next academic year when the
modules run again. Make your selection from the drop-down box, then click the ‘Next’ button. You
can only make one selection.
Further information about the difference between these two options will be provided in the online
results information on evision.
There is no set assessment period for postgraduate students and those registered on professionally
regulated programmes in the Faculty of Health and Social Care; students on these courses will be
given the new deadline by the academic department so will not see this first screen on the
registration system.

Screen 2 – selecting the assessments you wish to register for
On this screen, you are asked to select which assessment components you wish to retake under the
safety net scheme. Simply select the components you wish to register for by clicking on the relevant
button. You can deselect a component by clicking on the button again. In this example, we are going
to register for Component 1 of HI6001 and component 2 of HI6005.
Once you have selected the components you wish to register for, click ‘Next.’

Screen 3 – summary screen
You will then see a summary of what you are about to register for. Please check this carefully as
once you have submitted your choices you cannot then access the system again to make
amendments. If you are happy with the choices you have made, click ‘Submit & Confirm.’ This then
confirms your registrations and notifies the relevant academic department(s); please then contact
them as soon as possible to ascertain the assessment tasks and the deadline for completion.
You will receive a confirmation email to your University account.
You can use the ‘Previous’ button at any stage to return to the previous screen. Please note that
your registrations are only confirmed when you click ‘Submit & Confirm.’

Screen 4 – Conformation of registrations
Once you have submitted your choices, you will see the following confirmation screen.
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Honours Degree Classifications (360 credits) – Summary sheet and examples
The following applies to students studying Level 6 of a Bachelors
Degree in the 2020/21 academic year and demonstrates the operation of the
‘safety net’ scheme, which can be summarised as follows1:
•
•

•
•
•

Students will be given the opportunity to retake Level 6 assessment
components passed at first attempt2 in the 2020/21 academic year,
with the aim of improving the final classification
Students can only improve their average mark and, depending on
performance, the final classification in taking up this option3. If the
student attains lower marks, or does not submit again, the original
marks stand
Students keep the original award and classification during the period in
which any retakes are taking place
Students will have seven days from publication of results to register for
any retakes they wish to take
Students must register within seven days of the pass result for the
module being published, which in some cases means decisions must
be taken before the final award classification is known. See examples
starting on page 13 for more details on this.

1. Degree Classification Algorithm
The following explains the University’s standard degree classification
algorithm.
•
•
•

•
•
•

All modules must be passed or condoned in order for the award to be
made.
The classification is based on a weighted average of Level 5 (one-third)
and Level 6 (two-thirds). This average is rounded to 2 decimal places.
The marks of the highest 100 credits at Level 5 and the highest 100
credits at Level 6 are used. This means that where marks are available
for 120 credits at the level, the marks of the lowest 20 credits are
discounted.
If a student has a no-detriment average for Level 5 (if studied in the
2019/20 academic year) this will be used in place of the standard Level
5 average in cases where it is higher
Module credit values are taken into account in the calculation of the
average percentage mark; a 40 credit module has double the worth of
a 20 credit module, for example.
In calculating a module mark the percentage weighting of each
assessment component is taken into account; the module result is then

1

Also see Student FAQ document for more detailed information
Retaking components in modules passed at second or third attempt cannot change the
overall average mark or classification; these modules marks will have been capped at 40%
and would be capped at 40% again even if they were retaken
3 unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy
2

1
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•

rounded to the nearest whole number, so up from .5 and above and
down from .4 and below – eg 52.5 = 53 and 52.4 = 52
Level 4 marks do not contribute to the classification, although the
modules must be passed or condoned for the award to be made.

The following criteria are applied and are considered sequentially:
1. Average Mark
70%+
60 – 69.99%
50 – 59.99%
40 – 49.99%

First class honours
Upper second class honours (2.1)
Lower second class honours (2.2)
Third class honours

However, the overall mark is rounded up as follows:
69.5% is rounded up to 70% and First Class Honours are awarded
59.5% is rounded up to 60% and Upper Second Class Honours are awarded
49.5% is rounded up to 50% and Lower Second Class Honours are awarded
2. Average mark and profile
Where the student’s average percentage mark is no more than 3% from the
classification boundary (displayed in the table above), they will be awarded
the higher class where at least half their Level 6 credits are at the required
level:
67 – 69.49% may be considered for a 1st
57 - 59.49% may be considered for a 2.1
47 – 49.49% may be considered for a 2.2
The following examples demonstrate the potential impact of students taking
assessment components again via the ‘safety net’ scheme. The safety net
only applies to Level 6 modules taken in the current academic year and not to
those passed in previous academic years; this is why only Level 5 averages
are shown in these examples, not the marks.

2
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Set of Results 1
Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
‘Standard’ Level 5 average4 = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
In this case, the ‘no-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the
calculation.
Level 6 modules passed at first attempt in the 2020/21 academic year
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

51 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
52 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

The lowest 20 credits (EX6005) are not included in the calculation of the Level
6 average, which using the remaining 100 credits is 57.2%. The overall
weighted average is then calculated as follows, to take into account the
one-third:two-thirds weighting in favour of Level 6:
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 57.2 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 38.13

4

Using the best 100 out of 120 credits

3
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Overall average = 56.53% (18.4+38.13)
Classification = Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the
passed components again in order to try to improve the classification. In order
to improve to a 2.1 classification, the student would need to achieve at least
one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall weighted average of at least 59.5%
An overall weighted average of between 57% and 59.49% AND at least
60 Level 6 credits with 2.1 marks of 60%+

There are a significant number of different ways in which either could be
achieved, and what is best for each student will vary dependent upon a
number of different factors; the following examples are by no means
exhaustive but seek to demonstrate a few possibilities. It is important to
point out that undertaking further assessment by no means guarantees
an improved classification, which will only be awarded where the criteria
set out on pages 1 and 2 of this document are met.

Example 1
Try to qualify for a 2.1 by improving the overall weighted average to at least
57% and gain an extra 20 credits at the 2.1 level (40 credits are already at
this level – EX6001 and EX6002).
Perhaps the most obvious way to achieve this would be to retake the EX6003
coursework as this is the closest to the 2.1 boundary. The following shows the
impact of a new mark of 61% (increased from 57%) for EX6003.

4
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Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new
assessment result for EX6003 highlighted in green
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
‘No-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the calculation.
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

61 Pass

Coursework (100%)

61 Pass

EX6004

51 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
52 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Once again, the lowest 20 credits (still EX6005) are not included in the
calculation of the Level 6 average. Having improved the EX6003 mark from
57% to 61%, the Level 6 average has improved from 57.2% to 58.00%.
Again, the overall weighted average is then calculated as follows, to take into
account the one-third:two-thirds weighting in favour of Level 6:
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 58.00 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 38.67
Overall average = 57.07% (18.4+38.67)

5
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This average now falls into the category where a 2.1 will be awarded if 60 of
the 120 Level 6 credits have 2.1 marks of 60%+.
Having increased the EX6003 mark from 57% to 61% this student now has 60
(EX6001, EX6002 and EX6003) of the 120 Level 6 credits at the 2.1 level and
therefore the classification would now be a 2.1
It is important to note that had the EX6003 mark only increased from 57% to
60%, the student’s overall weighted average would have been 56.93%, too
low for an upgrade to 2.1

Example 2
Retake some of the components with the lowest marks. Again, there are many
different possibilities, but in this example, the student has decided to retake
some of the components in the modules with the lowest marks (EX6004 and
EX6005).
Bear in mind that the lowest 20 credits are discarded from the Level 6
average, so in order for both the EX6004 and EX6005 marks to contribute to
the average, the module marks would need to improve to more than the next
lowest mark, which is 57% for EX6003.
Also worth considering is the credit weighting of the module and the
percentage weighting of each component. For example, in EX6004, an
increase of 20 marks in the proposal component (10% weighting) would only
add 2 marks to the module mark, whereas an increase of 20 marks in the
dissertation component (90% weighting) would add 18 marks to the module
mark.
The fact EX6004 is a 40 credit module means that any increase in mark will
have a more significant impact than the same increase in a 20 credit module.
However, it is also likely that more work will be required as a result of the
module’s higher credit value.

6
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In this example, the student decided to retake the dissertation component in
EX6004 and both components in EX6005.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new
assessment results highlighted in green
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
‘No-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the calculation.
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

65 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
68 Pass

EX6005

60 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

62 Pass
58 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

The lowest 20 credits is now the mark of 57% in EX6003, so this will be
discounted from the calculation of the Level 6 average, which using the best
100 credits is now 63.4%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 63.4% divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 42.27
Overall weighted average = 60.67%
7
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This new average gives an improved classification of 2.1
In the previous example, the student improved the marks of the components
they took again by a significant amount, leading to an improved classification.
However, improving marks does not guarantee an improved classification, as
shown in the following example.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new
assessment results highlighted in green
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
‘No-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the calculation.
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

55 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
57 Pass

EX6005

54 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

56 Pass
52 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Although the marks for the three components have improved, the module
mark for EX6005 is still the lowest 20 credits so is still discounted from the
Level 6 average, which has now improved from 57.2% to 58.8%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 58.8% divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 39.2
Overall weighted average = 57.6%
8
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As the average is between 57 and 59.49% a 2.1 would be awarded if 60 of
the 120 Level 6 credits were at the 2.1 level of 60%+. However, in this case
only 40 credits (EX6001 and EX6002) are at the 2.1 level, so the classification
would therefore not change and would remain as a 2.2
Obviously, the further from the next classification boundary a student is, the
greater the improvement required in the component and module marks in
order to improve the classification; a low Level 5 average, which cannot be
improved, also makes this much more difficult. The following example is
intended to demonstrate this point.
Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 49.2%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 47.2%
‘Standard’ average is higher so is the one used in the calculation.
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
60 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

62 Pass
58 Pass

EX6002

54 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

58 Pass
42 Pass

EX6003

49 Pass

Coursework (100%)

49 Pass

EX6004

45 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
45 Pass

EX6005

44 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

48 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20
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The lowest 20 credits (EX6005) are not included in the calculation of the Level
6 average, which using the remaining 100 credits is 50.6%. The overall
weighted average is then calculated as follows, to take into account the
one-third:two-thirds weighting in favour of Level 6:
Level 5 average = 49.2% divided by 3 = 16.4
Level 6 average = 50.6% divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 33.73
Overall average = 50.13% (16.4+33.73)
Classification = Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the
passed components again in order to try to improve the classification. In order
to improve to a 2.1 classification, the student would need to achieve at least
one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall weighted average of at least 59.5%
An overall weighted average of between 57 and 59.49% AND at least
60 Level 6 credits with 2.1 marks of 60%+

The student in this example has to improve their marks by a significant
amount in order to improve their classification to a 2.1
Again, there are a significant number of possibilities if the student did decide
to take assessments again; the following seeks to demonstrate just how
significant this improvement needs to be.
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Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new
assessment results highlighted in green
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 49.2%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 47.2%
‘Standard’ average is higher so is the one used in the calculation.
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
60 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

62 Pass
58 Pass

EX6002

54 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

58 Pass
42 Pass

EX6003

49 Pass

Coursework (100%)

49 Pass

EX6004

64 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

60 Pass
64 Pass

EX6005

63 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

65 Pass
61 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

This student has improved the overall results of both EX6004 and EX6005 by
19 marks
EX6003 is now the lowest 20 credits so is discarded from the calculation.
Using the remaining 100 Level 6 credits the average is 61.00%
Level 5 average = 49.2% divided by 3 = 16.4
Level 6 average = 61 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 40.67
Overall average = 57.07% (16.4+40.67)
11
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This average means the student will be awarded a 2.1 if 60 of the 120 Level 6
credits are at the 2.1 level.
In this case, taking into account the new results, 80 of the 120 Level 6 credits
are at the 2.1 level so an improved classification of 2.1 would be awarded.
However, it is important to note that had either of the EX6004 or EX6005
module marks been only 1 mark lower (ie 63% in EX6004 or 62% in EX6005)
the overall weighted average mark would have been less than 57% and a 2.1
could not then have been awarded.
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Process when a Level 6 student has passed some modules but has not
yet been awarded the Degree
Students must register for improvement opportunities via the Safety Net
Scheme within seven days of a pass result for the module being published on
evision after confirmation by the Awards Assessment Board; this does mean
that in some cases a student will need to decide whether to register for an
improvement opportunity in some modules before their final classification is
known. This could be because the student is studying part time at Level 6, or
because they have deferred and/or failed at least one module but have
passed others at first attempt. The process is demonstrated in the following
example.
Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
‘Standard’ Level 5 average5 = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
In this case, the ‘no-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the
calculation.
Level 6 modules. All passes are at first attempt and have been
completed during the 2020/21 academic year, so are therefore eligible
for improvement opportunities.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

4 Deferred

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
0 Deferred

EX6005

26 Deferred

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
0 Deferred

5

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Using the best 100 out of 120 credits
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In the example given above, the student has deferred one component in both
EX6004 and EX6005, meaning further assessment needs to be taken before
the award can be made. They cannot at this stage register for an
improvement opportunity in any assessment components in these two
modules.
However, if the student wishes to register for an improvement
opportunity in any components of the three modules they have passed
(EX6001, EX6002 and EX6003) they must register in June; they cannot
wait until their classification is known.
In this example, the student decides to register for an improvement attempt in
the coursework component of EX6003, to be taken alongside the deferred
components in EX6004 and EX6005.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board.
The result of the improvement opportunity is highlighted in green and
the new results of the previously deferred components are highlighted
in yellow.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX6004

52 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
53 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

All modules have now been passed so the award will be made according
to the following calculation:
14
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Level 5 average = 55.2%
Level 6 average = 57.6% (using the best 100 credits, discounting
EX6005)
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 57.6 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 38.4
Overall weighted average = 56.8% (18.4+38.4)
This gives an overall classification of Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
The student narrowly misses out on Upper Second Class Honours (2.1) as
their average does not fall into the 3% borderline (see page 1 and 2); they
have 60 Level 6 credits at the 2.1 level (60%+) so an overall weighted
average of at least 57% would give an improved classification.
The student is not at this stage entitled to register for improvement
opportunities in EX6001, EX6002 or EX6003 as this had to be done when the
pass results were first published on 9 June. However, as modules EX6004
and EX6005 have just been passed at first attempt, the student is entitled to
register for an improvement opportunity in any of the components in these two
modules, and as they are so close to gaining a 2.1 they decide to register to
take one component again, this being the Dissertation (90%) component of
EX6004.
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Student profile at the next Awards Assessment Board, following
completion of the improvement opportunity in the Dissertation (90%)
component of EX6004. New result highlighted in green.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX6004

55 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
57 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Following the improvement opportunity, the student’s Level 6 average
has improved from 57.6% to 58.8%
Level 5 average = 55.2%
Level 6 average = 58.8% (using the best 100 credits, discounting
EX6005)
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 58.8 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 39.2
Overall weighted average = 57.6% (18.4+39.2)
This gives an improved overall classification of Upper Second Class Honours
(2.1) as the overall weighted average is within 3% of the 2.1 classification
boundary and half the Level 6 credits are at the 2.1 level.
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It is important to note that had the student failed to improve their
classification they would not have been entitled to register for any
further improvement opportunities and the 2.2 would have been final.
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Honours Degree Classifications (Level 6 only) – Summary sheet and examples
The following applies to students who entered the Bachelors Degree at Level
6, and who have been studying at Level 6 in the 2020/21 academic year; it is
intended to demonstrate the operation of the ‘safety net’ scheme, which can be
summarised as follows1:
•
•
•
•

Students will be given the opportunity to retake assessment components
passed at first attempt2 in the 2020/21 academic year, with the aim of
improving the final classification
Students can only improve their average mark and, depending on
performance, the final classification in taking up this option3. If the student
attains lower marks, or does not submit again, the original marks stand
Students keep the original award and classification during the period in which
any retakes are taking place
Students will have seven days from publication of results to register for any
retakes they wish to take

1. Degree Classification Algorithm
The following explains the University’s standard degree classification algorithm for
those entering the degree at Level 6.
•
•
•
•

All modules must be passed or condoned in order for the degree to be
awarded.
In cases where marks are available for the full 120 credits at the level, the
average is based on the best 100 credits, with this average rounded to 2
decimal places; this gives a lowest mark discard of 20 credits
Module credit values are taken into account in the calculation of the average
percentage mark; a 40 credit module has double the worth of a 20 credit
module, for example.
In calculating a module mark, the percentage weighting of each assessment
component is taken into account; the module result is then rounded to the
nearest whole number, so up from .5 and above and down from .4 and below
– eg 52.5 is rounded to 53 and 52.4 is rounded to 52

1

Also see Student FAQ document for more detailed information
Retaking components in modules passed at second or third attempt cannot change the overall
average mark or classification; these modules marks will have been capped at 40% and would be
capped at 40% again even if they were retaken
3 unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy
2

1
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The following criteria are applied and are considered sequentially:
1. Average Mark
70%+
60 – 69.99%
50 – 59.99%
40 – 49.99%

First class honours
Upper second class honours (2.1)
Lower second class honours (2.2)
Third class honours

However, the overall mark is rounded up as follows:
69.5% is rounded up to 70% and First Class Honours are awarded
59.5% is rounded up to 60% and Upper Second Class Honours are awarded
49.5% is rounded up to 50% and Lower Second Class Honours are awarded
2. Average mark and profile
Where the student’s average percentage mark is no more than 3% from the
classification boundary (displayed in the table above), they will be awarded the
higher class where at least half their Level 6 credits are at the required level:
67 – 69.49% may be considered for a 1st
57 - 59.49% may be considered for a 2.1
47 – 49.49% may be considered for a 2.2
The following examples demonstrate the potential impact of students taking
assessment components again via the ‘safety net’ scheme. The safety net only
applies to modules taken in the current academic year and not to those passed in
previous academic years.
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Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
Level 6 modules passed at first attempt in the 2020/21 academic year
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

49 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
50 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

The lowest 20 credits (EX6005) are not included in the calculation of the Level 6
average, which using the remaining 100 credits is 56.4% giving a classification of
Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the passed
components again in order to try to improve the classification. In order to improve to
a 2.1 classification, the student would need to achieve at least one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall average of at least 59.5%
An overall average of between 57% and 59.49% AND at least 60 Level 6
credits with 2.1 marks of 60%+

There are a significant number of different ways in which either could be achieved,
and what is best for each student will vary dependent upon a number of different
factors; the following examples are by no means exhaustive but seek to demonstrate
a few possibilities. It is important to point out that undertaking further assessment by
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no means guarantees an improved classification, which will only be awarded where
the criteria set out on pages 1 and 2 of this document are met.
Example 1
Try to qualify for a 2.1 by improving the overall weighted average to at least 57%
and gain an extra 20 credits at the 2.1 level (40 credits are already at this level –
EX6001 and EX6002).
Perhaps the most obvious way to achieve this would be to retake the EX6003
coursework as this is the closest to the 2.1 boundary. The following shows the
impact of a new mark of 60% (increased from 57%) for EX6003.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new assessment
result for EX6003 highlighted in green
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX6004

49 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
50 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Once again, the lowest 20 credits (still EX6005) are not included in the calculation of
the Level 6 average. Having improved the EX6003 mark from 57% to 60%, the Level
6 average has improved from 56.4% to 57.00%.
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This average now falls into the category where a 2.1 will be awarded if 60 of the 120
Level 6 credits have 2.1 marks of 60%+.
Having increased the EX6003 mark from 57% to 60% this student now has 60
(EX6001, EX6002 and EX6003) of the 120 Level 6 credits at the 2.1 level and
therefore the classification would now be a 2.1
It is important to note that had the EX6003 mark only increased from 57% to 59%,
the classification would have remained a 2.2 as the overall average would have only
increased to 56.8%, too low for an upgrade to a 2.1
Example 2
Retake some of the components with the lowest marks. Again, there are many
different possibilities, but in this example, the student has decided to retake some of
the components in the modules with the lowest marks (EX6004 and EX6005).
Bear in mind that the lowest 20 credits are discarded from the Level 6 average, so in
order for both the EX6004 and EX6005 marks to contribute to the average, the
module marks would need to improve to more than the next lowest mark, which is
57% for EX6003.
Also worth considering is the credit weighting of the module and the percentage
weighting of each component. For example, in EX6004, an increase of 20 marks in
the proposal component (10% weighting) would only add 2 marks to the module
mark, whereas an increase of 20 marks in the dissertation component (90%
weighting) would add 18 marks to the module mark.
The fact EX6004 is a 40 credit module means that any increase in mark will have a
more significant impact than the same increase in a 20 credit module. However, it is
also likely that more work will be required as a result of the module’s higher credit
value.
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In this example, the student decided to retake the dissertation component in EX6004
and both components in EX6005.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new assessment
results highlighted in green
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

61 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
63 Pass

EX6005

52 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

56 Pass
48 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Despite improving the marks, the lowest 20 credits is still in EX6005, so this is still
discounted from the calculation of the Level 6 average.
However, the increase in the EX6004 mark means that, using the best 100 credits,
the Level 6 average is now 61.2% and the classification would therefore improve to a
2.1

6
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Obviously, the further from the next classification boundary a student’s average mark
is, the greater the improvement required in the component and module marks in
order to improve the classification; the following example is intended to demonstrate
this point.
Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
Level 6
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
60 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

62 Pass
58 Pass

EX6002

54 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

58 Pass
42 Pass

EX6003

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX6004

43 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
43 Pass

EX6005

42 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

44 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

The lowest 20 credits (EX6005) are not included in the calculation of the Level 6
average which, using the remaining 100 credits, is 51.00%, giving a 2.2
classification.
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the passed
components again in order to try to improve the classification. In order to improve to
a 2.1 classification, the student would need to achieve at least one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall weighted average of at least 59.5%
An overall weighted average of between 57 and 59.49% AND at least 60
Level 6 credits with 2.1 marks of 60%+
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The student in this example has to improve their marks by a significant amount in
order to improve their classification to a 2.1
Again, there are a significant number of possibilities if the student did decide to take
assessments again; the following seeks to demonstrate just how significant the
improvement needs to be.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new assessment
results highlighted in green
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
60 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

62 Pass
58 Pass

EX6002

54 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

58 Pass
42 Pass

EX6003

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX6004

60 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

59 Pass
60 Pass

EX6005

58 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

60 Pass
56 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

This student has improved the module marks of EX6004 and EX6005 by 17 and 16
marks respectively.
EX6002 is now the lowest 20 credits so is discarded from the calculation.
Using the remaining 100 credits the average mark is 58.6%
This average means the student will be awarded a 2.1 if 60 of the 120 Level 6 credits
are at the 2.1 level.
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In this case, following the improvement opportunities, 60 (EX6001 and EX6004) of
the 120 Level 6 credits are at the 2.1 level so an improved classification of 2.1 would
be awarded.
However, it is important to note that had the EX6004 module mark been only one
mark lower (59% rather than 60%) the student would only have 20 out of the 120
credits at the 2.1 level and a 2.1 could not then have been awarded.

9
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Process when a Level 6 student has passed some modules but has not yet
been awarded the Degree
Students must register for improvement opportunities via the Safety Net Scheme
within seven days of a pass result for the module being published on evision after
confirmation by the Awards Assessment Board; this does mean that in some cases a
student will need to decide whether to register for an improvement opportunity in
some modules before their final classification is known. This could be because the
student is studying part time at Level 6, or because they have deferred and/or failed
at least one module but have passed others at first attempt. The process is
demonstrated in the following example.
Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
Level 6 modules. All passes are at first attempt and have been completed
during the 2020/21 academic year, so are therefore eligible for improvement
opportunities.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

4 Deferred

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
0 Deferred

EX6005

26 Deferred

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
0 Deferred

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

In the example given above, the student has deferred one component in both
EX6004 and EX6005, meaning further assessment needs to be taken before the
award can be made. They cannot at this stage register for an improvement
opportunity in any assessment components in these two modules.
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However, if the student wishes to register for an improvement opportunity in
any components of the three modules they have passed (EX6001, EX6002 and
EX6003) they must register in June; they cannot wait until their classification
is known.
In this example, the student decides to register for an improvement attempt in the
coursework component of EX6003, to be taken alongside the deferred components
in EX6004 and EX6005.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board.
The result of the improvement opportunity is highlighted in green and the new
results of the previously deferred components are highlighted in yellow.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX6004

50 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
51 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

All modules have now been passed so the award will be made according to the
following calculation:
Level 6 average = 56.8% (using the best 100 credits, discounting EX6005)
This gives an overall classification of Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
The student narrowly misses out on Upper Second Class Honours (2.1) as their
average does not fall into the 3% borderline (see page 1 and 2); they have 60 Level
11
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6 credits at the 2.1 level (60%+) so an overall weighted average of at least 57%
would give an improved classification.
The student is not at this stage entitled to register for improvement opportunities in
EX6001, EX6002 or EX6003 as this had to be done when the pass results were first
published on 9 June. However, as modules EX6004 and EX6005 have just been
passed at first attempt, the student is entitled to register for an improvement
opportunity in any of the components in these two modules, and as they are so close
to gaining a 2.1 they decide to register to take one component again, this being the
Dissertation (90%) component of EX6004.
Student profile at the next Awards Assessment Board, following completion of
the improvement opportunity in the Dissertation (90%) component of EX6004.
New result highlighted in green.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX6003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX6004

55 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

40 Pass
57 Pass

EX6005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Following the improvement opportunity, the student’s Level 6 average has
improved from 56.8% to 58.8%
This gives an improved overall classification of Upper Second Class Honours (2.1)
as the overall weighted average is now within 3% of the 2.1 classification boundary
and half the Level 6 credits are at the 2.1 level.
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It is important to note that had the student failed to improve their classification
they would not have been entitled to register for any further improvement
opportunities and the 2.2 would have been final.
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Integrated Masters classifications 2020/21– summary sheet and examples
The following applies to students studying Level 6/7 (year three) or Level
7 (year four) of an Integrated Masters in the 2020/21 academic year and
demonstrates the operation of the ‘safety net’ scheme, which can be
summarised as follows1:
•
•

•
•

Students will be given the opportunity to retake assessment
components passed at first attempt2 in the 2020/21 academic year,
with the aim of improving the final classification
Students can only improve their average mark and, depending on
performance, the final classification in taking up this option3. If the
student attains lower marks, or does not submit again, the original
marks stand
Students keep the original award and classification during the period in
which any improvement attempts are taking place
Students will have seven days from publication of results to register for
any retakes they wish to take

1. Degree Classification Algorithm
The following explains the University’s standard Integrated Masters
classification algorithm.
•
•
•
•

•
•

All modules must be passed or condoned in order to complete the
award
The module pass mark for Levels 4, 5 and 6 is 40% and the module
pass mark for Level 7 is 50%
The classification is based on a weighted average of Level 5 (20%) and
Levels 6 and 7 combined (80%). This average is expressed to 2
decimal places
The mark of the lowest 20 credits at Level 5 is discounted from the
calculation, as is the lowest 20 credits at Level 6/7 combined. Students
on an Integrated Masters programme will therefore normally have
counting marks for 100 credits at Level 5 and 220 credits at Level 6/7
combined
Module credit values are taken into account in the calculation of the
average percentage mark; a 40 credit module has double the worth of
a 20 credit module, for example.
Level 4 marks do not contribute to the classification, although the
modules must be passed or condoned for the award to be made.

1

Also see Student FAQ document for more detailed information
Retaking components in modules passed at second or third attempt cannot change the
overall average mark or classification; these modules marks will have been capped at the
pass mark and would be capped again even if they were retaken
3 unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy
2

1

The following criteria are applied:
1. Average Mark
70%+
60 – 69.99%
50 – 59.99%
40 – 49.99%

First class honours
Upper second class honours (2.1)
Lower second class honours (2.2)
Third class honours

However, where the average mark falls within 0.5% of the classification
boundary, the classification is raised:
69.5% is raised to 70% and a 1st is awarded
59.5% is raised to 60% and a 2.1 is awarded
49.5% is raised to 50% and a 2.2 is awarded

2. Average mark and profile
Where the student’s average percentage mark is no more than 3% from the
classification boundary (displayed in the table above), they will be awarded
the higher class where half their Level 6 and 7 credits (combined) are at the
required level:
67 – 69.49% may be considered for a 1st
57 - 59.49% may be considered for a 2.1
47 – 49.49% may be considered for a 2.2
The following examples are based on the Master of Engineering programme,
where students typically have marks for 120 credits at Level 5, 90 credits at
Level 6 and 150 credits at Level 7; other Integrated Masters programmes may
have a different balance of Level 6 and 7 credits – 120 at each level, for
example.

2

Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
In this example, the student completed Level 5 in the 2018/19 academic year,
and 90 credits at Level 6 plus 30 credits at Level 7 in the 2019/20 academic
year. The option to retake assessments only applies to modules studied at
first attempt in the 2020/21 academic year.
The student’s Level 5 average, using the best 100 out of 120 credits, is
56.6%, which when multiplied by 0.2 contributes 11.32 marks towards the final
weighted average.
Module Code
EX6001
EX6002
EX6003
EX6004
EX6005
EX6006
EX7001

Mark and Grade
41 Pass
64 Pass
60 Pass
42 Pass
61 Pass
54 Pass
58 Pass

Credits
20
20
10
20
10
10
30

Level
6
6
6
6
6
6
7

EX7002

60 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

65 Pass
55 Pass

EX7003

60 Pass

40

7

Poster Presentation (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
61 Pass

EX7004

61 Pass

20

7

Coursework (25%)
Class Test (75%

58 Pass
62 Pass

EX7005

50 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

40 Pass
60 Pass

EX7006

52 Pass

20

7

Coursework (100%)

52 Pass

Using the calculation method described above, and discounting the mark in
bold (EX6001), the weighted average is 56.67
(Level 5 average x 0.2) + (Level 6/7 average x 0.8)
(56.6 x 0.2) + (56.68 x 0.8) = 11.32 + 45.35 = 56.67%
The classification is therefore a 2.2
3

The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the
passed components again in order to try to improve the classification. In order
to improve to a 2.1 classification, the student would need to achieve at least
one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall weighted average of at least 59.5%
An overall weighted average of between 57% and 59.49% AND at least
120 of the Level 6/7 credits with 2.1 marks of 60%+

There are a significant number of different ways in which either could be
achieved, and what is best for each student will vary dependent upon a
number of different factors; the following examples are by no means
exhaustive but seek to demonstrate a few possibilities. It is important to
point out that undertaking further assessment by no means guarantees
an improved classification, which will only be awarded where the criteria
set out on pages 1 and 2 of this document are met.
In this case the student already has half the Level 6/7 credits at the 2.1 level
of 60%+, so in order to qualify for a 2.1 they need to improve the overall
weighted average to at least 57%. Remember that they are only permitted to
retake assessments completed in the 2020/21 academic year, so EX7002,
EX7003, EX7004, EX7005 or EX7006.

4

Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new
assessment result highlighted in green
The student’s Level 5 average, using the best 100 out of 120 credits, is
56.6%, which when multiplied by 0.2 contributes 11.32 marks towards the final
weighted average.
Module Code
EX6001
EX6002
EX6003
EX6004
EX6005
EX6006
EX7001

Mark and Grade
41 Pass
64 Pass
60 Pass
42 Pass
61 Pass
54 Pass
58 Pass

Credits
20
20
10
20
10
10
30

Level
6
6
6
6
6
6
7

EX7002

60 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

65 Pass
55 Pass

EX7003

60 Pass

40

7

Poster Presentation (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
61 Pass

EX7004

61 Pass

20

7

Coursework (25%)
Class Test (75%

58 Pass
62 Pass

EX7005

50 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

40 Pass
60 Pass

EX7006

61 Pass

20

7

Coursework (100%)

61 Pass

In this example, the student decided to retake the EX7006 coursework and
improved by 9 marks, from 52% to 61%.
This in turn improved the Level 6/7 combined weighted average from 56.68%
to 57.5%.
(Level 5 average x 0.2) + (Level 6/7 average x 0.8)
(56.6 x 0.2) + (57.5 x 0.8) = 11.32 + 46.00

5

The student’s final weighted average has therefore improved to 57.32%,
which means an upgrade to a 2.1 can be considered. The student already had
120 of the 240 Level 6/7 credits at the 2.1 level and now has 140 credits at
this level. The classification would therefore improve to a 2.1
It is important to note that had the student in the previous example only
improved the EX7006 mark from 52% to 56% a 2.1 could not have been
awarded as the average would still have fallen below the minimum of 57%
required for consideration of an upgrade.

Process when a Level 7 student has passed some modules but has not
yet been awarded the Integrated Masters
Students must register for improvement opportunities via the Safety Net
Scheme within seven days of a pass result for the module being published on
evision after confirmation by the Awards Assessment Board; this does mean
that in some cases a student will need to decide whether to register for an
improvement opportunity in some modules before their final classification is
known. This could be because the student is studying part time at Level 6/7,
or because they have deferred and/or failed at least one module but have
passed others at first attempt. The process is demonstrated in the following
example.
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Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
In this example, the student completed Level 5 in the 2018/19 academic year,
and 90 credits at Level 6 plus 30 credits at Level 7 in the 2019/20 academic
year. The option to retake assessments only applies to modules studied at
first attempt in the 2020/21 academic year.
The student’s Level 5 average, using the best 100 out of 120 credits, is
56.6%, which when multiplied by 0.2 contributes 11.32 marks towards the final
weighted average.
Module Code
EX6001
EX6002
EX6003
EX6004
EX6005
EX6006
EX7001

Mark and Grade
41 Pass
64 Pass
60 Pass
42 Pass
61 Pass
54 Pass
58 Pass

Credits
20
20
10
20
10
10
30

Level
6
6
6
6
6
6
7

EX7002

60 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

65 Pass
55 Pass

EX7003

60 Pass

40

7

Poster Presentation (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
61 Pass

EX7004

61 Pass

20

7

Coursework (25%)
Class Test (75%

58 Pass
62 Pass

EX7005

25 Deferred

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

50 Pass
0 Deferred

EX7006

0 Deferred

20

7

Coursework (100%)

0 Deferred

In the example given above, the student has deferred one component in both
EX7005 and EX7006, meaning further assessment needs to be taken before
the award can be made. They cannot at this stage register for an
improvement opportunity in any assessment components in these two
modules.

7

However, if the student wishes to register for an improvement
opportunity in any components of the three modules they have passed
(EX7002, EX7003 and EX7004) they must register in June; they cannot
wait until their classification is known.
In this example, the student decides not to register for an improvement
attempt in order that they can concentrate on the deferred components in
EX7005 and EX7006.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board.
The new results of the previously deferred components are highlighted
in yellow.
Module Code
EX6001
EX6002
EX6003
EX6004
EX6005
EX6006
EX7001

Mark and Grade
41 Pass
64 Pass
60 Pass
42 Pass
61 Pass
54 Pass
58 Pass

Credits
20
20
10
20
10
10
30

Level
6
6
6
6
6
6
7

EX7002

60 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

65 Pass
55 Pass

EX7003

60 Pass

40

7

Poster Presentation (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
61 Pass

EX7004

61 Pass

20

7

Coursework (25%)
Class Test (75%

58 Pass
62 Pass

EX7005

50 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

50 Pass
50 Pass

EX7006

56 Pass

20

7

Coursework (100%)

56 Pass

Using the calculation method described above, and discounting the mark in
bold (EX6001), the weighted average is 56.96
(Level 5 average x 0.2) + (Level 6/7 average x 0.8)
(56.6 x 0.2) + (57.05 x 0.8) = 11.32 + 45.64 = 56.96%
8

The classification is therefore a 2.2
The student narrowly misses out on Upper Second Class Honours (2.1) as
their average does not fall into the 3% borderline (see page 1 and 2); they
have 120 Level 6/7 credits at the 2.1 level (60%+) so an overall weighted
average of at least 57% would give an improved classification.
The student is not at this stage entitled to register for improvement
opportunities in EX7002, EX7003 or EX7004 as this had to be done when the
pass results were first published on 9 June. However, as modules EX7005
and EX7006 have just been passed at first attempt, the student is entitled to
register for an improvement opportunity in any of the components in these two
modules, and as they are so close to gaining a 2.1 they decide to register to
take one component again, this being the coursework (50%) component of
EX7005.
Student profile at the next Awards Assessment Board, following
completion of the improvement opportunity in the coursework (50%)
component of EX7005. New result highlighted in green.
Module Code
EX6001
EX6002
EX6003
EX6004
EX6005
EX6006
EX7001

Mark and Grade
41 Pass
64 Pass
60 Pass
42 Pass
61 Pass
54 Pass
58 Pass

Credits
20
20
10
20
10
10
30

Level
6
6
6
6
6
6
7

EX7002

60 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

65 Pass
55 Pass

EX7003

60 Pass

40

7

Poster Presentation (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
61 Pass

EX7004

61 Pass

20

7

Coursework (25%)
Class Test (75%

58 Pass
62 Pass

EX7005

55 Pass

20

7

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

60 Pass
50 Pass

EX7006

56 Pass

20

7

Coursework (100%)

56 Pass
9

Following the improvement opportunity, the student’s Level 6/7 average has
improved from 57.05% to 57.5%
Using the calculation method described above, and discounting the mark in
bold (EX6001), the weighted average is now 57.32
(Level 5 average x 0.2) + (Level 6/7 average x 0.8)
(56.6 x 0.2) + (57.5 x 0.8) = 11.32 + 46.00 = 57.32%
This gives an improved overall classification of Upper Second Class Honours
(2.1) as the overall weighted average is within 3% of the 2.1 classification
boundary and half the Level 6/7 credits are at the 2.1 level.
It is important to note that had the student failed to improve their
classification they would not have been entitled to register for any
further improvement opportunities and the 2.2 would have been final.
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Honours Degree Classifications (360 credits) – Summary sheet and examples
BA (Hons) Education with QTS
The following applies to students studying Level 6 of a Bachelors
Degree with Qualified Teacher Status in the 2020/21 academic year and
demonstrates the operation of the ‘safety net’ scheme, which can be
summarised as follows1:
•
•

•

•
•

Students will be given the opportunity to retake Level 6 assessment
components passed at first attempt2 in the 2020/21 academic year,
with the aim of improving the final classification
Students can only improve their average mark and, depending on
performance, the final classification in taking up this option3. If the
student attains lower marks, or does not submit again, the original
marks stand
Students keep the original award and classification during the period in
which any retakes are taking place. Students with awards will still be
recommended for QTS even if they choose to register for improvement
opportunities
Students will have seven days from publication of results to register for
any improvement opportunities they wish to take
Students must register within seven days of the pass result for the
module being published, which in some cases means decisions must
be taken before the final award classification is known.

1. Degree Classification Algorithm
The following explains the University’s standard degree classification
algorithm.
•
•
•
•
•

1

All modules must be passed in order to complete the award.
The classification is based on a weighted average of Level 5 (one-third)
and Level 6 (two-thirds). This average is rounded to 2 decimal places.
All Level 5 and 6 marks contribute to the average upon which the
classification is based.
Module credit values are taken into account in the calculation of the
average percentage mark; a 40 credit module has double the worth of
a 20 credit module, for example.
Level 4 marks do not contribute to the classification, although the
modules must be passed for the award to be made

Also see Student FAQ document for more detailed information
Retaking components in modules passed at second or third attempt cannot change the
overall average mark or classification; these modules marks will have been capped at 40%
and would be capped at 40% again even if they were retaken
3 unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy
2

The following criteria are applied:
1. Average Mark
70%+
60 – 69.99%
50 – 59.99%
40 – 49.99%
0 – 39.99%

First class honours
Upper second class honours (2.1)
Lower second class honours (2.2)
Third class honours
Fail

However, where the average mark falls within 0.5% of the classification
boundary, the classification will be raised:
69.5% is raised to 70% and a 1st is awarded
59.5% is raised to 60% and a 2.1 is awarded
49.5% is raised to 50% and a 2.2 is awarded

2. Average mark and profile
Where the student’s average percentage mark is no more than 3% from the
classification boundary (displayed in the table above), they will be awarded
the higher class where half the Level 6 credits for which numerical marks
are available (50 out of 100 for the BA (Hons) with QTS) are at the required
level:
67 – 69.49% may be considered for a 1st
57 - 59.49% may be considered for a 2.1
47 – 49.49% may be considered for a 2.2

Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
In this case, the ‘no-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the
calculation.
Level 6 modules passed at first attempt in the 2020/21 academic year
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
62 Pass

Research Paper (100%)
Dialogue Discussion (Pass/Fail)

62 Pass
Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Critical Exploration (100%)
Reflective Journal (Pass/Fail)

60 Pass
Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Essay (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

52 Pass

Essay (100%)

52 Pass

EX6005

45 Pass

Essay (100%)

45 Pass

EX6006

44 Pass

Essay (100%)

44 Pass

EX6007

Pass

School-based learning placement
(Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
40

20

10

10

10

10

20

In the above example, the Level 6 weighted average is 56.6%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 56.6% divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 37.73
Overall average = 56.13% (18.4+37.73)
Classification = Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the
passed components again in order to try to improve the classification. In order
to improve to a 2.1 classification, the student would need to achieve at least
one of the following:

I.
II.

An overall weighted average of at least 59.5%
An overall weighted average of between 57% and 59.49% AND at least
50 Level 6 credits with 2.1 marks of 60%+

There are a significant number of different ways in which either could be
achieved, and what is best for each student will vary dependent upon a
number of different factors; the following examples are by no means
exhaustive but seek to demonstrate a few possibilities. It is important to
point out that undertaking further assessment by no means guarantees
an improved classification, which will only be awarded where the criteria
set out on pages 1 and 2 of this document are met.
In this example the student decides to register for improvement opportunities
in the EX6005 and EX6006 assessments.
Student Profile at September 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new
assessment results for EX6005 and EX6006 highlighted in green
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
‘No-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the calculation.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
62 Pass

Research Paper (100%)
Dialogue Discussion (Pass/Fail)

62 Pass
Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Critical Exploration (100%)
Reflective Journal (Pass/Fail)

60 Pass
Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Essay (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

52 Pass

Essay (100%)

52 Pass

EX6005

50 Pass

Essay (100%)

50 Pass

EX6006

52 Pass

Essay (100%)

52 Pass

EX6007

Pass

School-based learning placement
(Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
40

20

10

10

10

10

20

Having improved the marks for both EX6005 and EX6006, the student’s Level
6 average has increased from 56.6% to 57.9%
Again, the overall weighted average is then calculated as follows, to take into
account the one-third:two-thirds weighting in favour of Level 6:
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 57.9 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 38.6
Overall average = 57.00% (18.4+38.6)
This average now falls into the category where a 2.1 will be awarded if at least
50 of the 100 Level 6 credits for which marks are available have 2.1 marks of
60%+.
EX6001 (40 credits) and EX6002 (20 credits) have 2.1 marks of 60%+ so the
overall classification would improve to a 2.1
It is important to note that had either of the two new marks been only one
mark lower, the classification would not have improved as the overall average
mark would have fallen below the minimum of 57% required for consideration
for an upgrade

Process when a Level 6 student has passed some modules but has not
yet been awarded the Degree
Students must register for improvement opportunities via the Safety Net
Scheme within seven days of a pass result for the module being published on
evision after confirmation by the Awards Assessment Board; this does mean
that in some cases a student will need to decide whether to register for an
improvement opportunity in some modules before their final classification is
known. This could be because the student is studying part time at Level 6, or
because they have deferred and/or failed at least one module but have
passed others at first attempt. The process is demonstrated in the following
example.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
In this case, the ‘no-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the
calculation.
Level 6 modules. All passes are at first attempt and have been
completed during the 2020/21 academic year, so are therefore eligible
for improvement opportunities.

Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
62 Pass

Research Paper (100%)
Dialogue Discussion (Pass/Fail)

62 Pass
Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Critical Exploration (100%)
Reflective Journal (Pass/Fail)

60 Pass
Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Essay (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

52 Pass

Essay (100%)

52 Pass

EX6005

0 Deferred

Essay (100%)

0 Deferred

EX6006

0 Deferred

Essay (100%)

0 Deferred

EX6007

Pass

School-based learning placement
(Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
40

20

10

10

10

10

20

In the example given above, the student has deferred both EX6005 and
EX6006, meaning further assessment needs to be taken before the award can
be made. They cannot at this stage register for an improvement opportunity in
any assessment components in these two modules.
However, if the student wishes to register for an improvement
opportunity in any components of the modules they have passed
(EX6001, EX6002, EX6003 and EX6004)4 they must register in July; they
cannot wait until their classification is known.
In this example, the student decides to register for an improvement attempt in
EX6004, to be taken alongside the deferred components in EX6005 and
EX6006.

4

EX6007 is a school-based placement assessed on a pass/fail basis so there is no mark to
improve

Student Profile at September 2021 Awards Assessment Board.
The result of the improvement opportunity is highlighted in green and
the new results of the previously deferred components are highlighted
in yellow.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
62 Pass

Research Paper (100%)
Dialogue Discussion (Pass/Fail)

62 Pass
Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Critical Exploration (100%)
Reflective Journal (Pass/Fail)

60 Pass
Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Essay (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

56 Pass

Essay (100%)

56 Pass

EX6005

44 Pass

Essay (100%)

44 Pass

EX6006

42 Pass

Essay (100%)

42 Pass

EX6007

Pass

School-based learning placement
(Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
40

20

10

10

10

10

20

All modules have now been passed so the award will be made according
to the following calculation:
Level 5 average = 55.2%
Level 6 average = 56.7%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 56.7 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 37.8
Overall weighted average = 56.2% (18.4+37.8)
This gives an overall classification of Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)

The student narrowly misses out on Upper Second Class Honours (2.1) as
their average does not fall into the 3% borderline (see page 1 and 2); they
have 60 Level 6 credits at the 2.1 level (60%+) so an overall weighted
average of at least 57% would give an improved classification.
The student is not at this stage entitled to register for improvement
opportunities in EX6001, EX6002, EX6003 or EX6004 as this had to be done
when the pass results were first published in July. However, as modules
EX6005 and EX6006 have just been passed at first attempt, the student is
entitled to register for an improvement opportunity in any of the components
in these two modules, and as they are so close to gaining a 2.1 in the
following example they decide to register to take both again.
Student profile at the next Awards Assessment Board, following
completion of the improvement opportunities. New results highlighted in
green.
Module Code
EX6001

Mark and Grade
62 Pass

Research Paper (100%)
Dialogue Discussion (Pass/Fail)

62 Pass
Pass

EX6002

60 Pass

Critical Exploration (100%)
Reflective Journal (Pass/Fail)

60 Pass
Pass

EX6003

57 Pass

Essay (100%)

57 Pass

EX6004

56 Pass

Essay (100%)

56 Pass

EX6005

52 Pass

Essay (100%)

52 Pass

EX6006

47 Pass

Essay (100%)

47 Pass

EX6007

Pass

School-based learning placement
(Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
40

20

10

10

10

10

20

Following the improvement opportunity, the student’s Level 6 average
has improved from 56.7% to 58.00%

Level 5 average = 55.2%
Level 6 average = 58.00%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 58.00 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 38.67
Overall weighted average = 57.07% (18.4+38.67)
This gives an improved overall classification of Upper Second Class Honours
(2.1) as the overall weighted average is within 3% of the 2.1 classification
boundary and half the Level 6 credits are at the 2.1 level.
It is important to note that had the student failed to improve their
classification they would not have been entitled to register for any
further improvement opportunities and the 2.2 would have been final.

Honours Degree Classifications (360 credits) – Summary sheet and examples
BA (Hons) Social Work
The following applies to students studying Level 6 of the Bachelors
Degree in Social Work in the 2020/21 academic year and demonstrates the
operation of the ‘safety net’ scheme, which can be summarised as follows1:
•
•

•

•
•

Students will be given the opportunity to retake Level 6 assessment
components passed at first attempt2 in the 2020/21 academic year,
with the aim of improving the final classification
Students can only improve their average mark and, depending on
performance, the final classification in taking up this option3. If the
student attains lower marks, or does not submit again, the original
marks stand
Students keep the original award and classification during the period in
which any retakes are taking place. Students with awards will still be
registered with the professional body even if they choose to register for
improvement opportunities
Students will have seven days from publication of results to register for
any improvement opportunities they wish to take
Students must register within seven days of the pass result for the
module being published, which in some cases means decisions must
be taken before the final award classification is known.

1. Degree Classification Algorithm
The following explains the University’s standard degree classification
algorithm.
•
•
•
•
•

1

All modules must be passed in order to complete the award.
The classification is based on a weighted average of Level 5 (one-third)
and Level 6 (two-thirds). This average is rounded to 2 decimal places.
All Level 5 and 6 marks contribute to the average upon which the
classification is based.
Module credit values are taken into account in the calculation of the
average percentage mark; a 40 credit module has double the worth of
a 20 credit module, for example.
Level 4 marks do not contribute to the classification, although the
modules must be passed for the award to be made

Also see Student FAQ document for more detailed information
Retaking components in modules passed at second or third attempt cannot change the
overall average mark or classification; these modules marks will have been capped at 40%
and would be capped at 40% again even if they were retaken
3 unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy
2

The following criteria are applied:
1. Average Mark
70%+
60 – 69.99%
50 – 59.99%
40 – 49.99%
0 – 39.99%

First class honours
Upper second class honours (2.1)
Lower second class honours (2.2)
Third class honours
Fail

However, where the average mark falls within 0.5% of the classification
boundary, the classification will be raised:
69.5% is raised to 70% and a 1st is awarded
59.5% is raised to 60% and a 2.1 is awarded
49.5% is raised to 50% and a 2.2 is awarded

2. Average mark and profile
Where the student’s average percentage mark is no more than 3% from the
classification boundary (displayed in the table above), they will be awarded
the higher class where half the Level 6 credits for which numerical marks
are available (40 out of 80 for the BA (Hons) in Social Work) are at the
required level:
67 – 69.49% may be considered for a 1st
57 - 59.49% may be considered for a 2.1
47 – 49.49% may be considered for a 2.2

The following examples are intended to demonstrate how the safety net
operates.

Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
In this case, the ‘no-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the
calculation.
Level 6 modules passed at first attempt in the 2020/21 academic year
Module Code
SW6013

Mark and Grade
61 Pass

Coursework (100%)

61 Pass

SW6017

60 Pass

Critical Appraisal (50%)
Research Proposal (50%

64 Pass
56 Pass

SW6018

58 Pass

Essay (100%)

58 Pass

SW6019

47 Pass

Presentation (100%)

47 Pass

SW6016

Pass

Practice Portfolio (Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

20

40

In the above example, the Level 6 weighted average is 56.5%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 56.5% divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 37.67
Overall average = 56.07% (18.4+37.67)
Classification = Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the
passed components again in order to try to improve the classification. In order
to improve to a 2.1 classification, the student would need to achieve at least
one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall weighted average of at least 59.5%
An overall weighted average of between 57% and 59.49% AND at least
40 Level 6 credits with 2.1 marks of 60%+

There are a significant number of different ways in which either could be
achieved, and what is best for each student will vary dependent upon a
number of different factors; the following examples are by no means

exhaustive but seek to demonstrate a few possibilities. It is important to
point out that undertaking further assessment by no means guarantees
an improved classification, which will only be awarded where the criteria
set out on pages 1 and 2 of this document are met.
In this example the student decides to register for improvement opportunities
in SW6019.
Student Profile at September 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new
assessment result for SW6019 highlighted in green
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
‘No-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the calculation.
Module Code
SW6013

Mark and Grade
61 Pass

Coursework (100%)

61 Pass

SW6017

60 Pass

Critical Appraisal (50%)
Research Proposal (50%

64 Pass
56 Pass

SW6018

58 Pass

Essay (100%)

58 Pass

SW6019

53 Pass

Presentation (100%)

53 Pass

SW6016

Pass

Practice Portfolio (Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

20

40

Having improved the mark for SW6019, the student’s Level 6 average has
increased from 56.5% to 58.0%
Again, the overall weighted average is then calculated as follows, to take into
account the one-third:two-thirds weighting in favour of Level 6:
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 58.0 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 38.67
Overall average = 57.07% (18.4+38.67)
This average now falls into the category where a 2.1 will be awarded if at least
40 of the 80 Level 6 credits for which numerical marks are available have 2.1
marks of 60%+.

SW6013 (20 credits) and SW6017 (20 credits) have 2.1 marks of 60%+ so the
overall classification would improve to a 2.1
It is important to note that had the new mark been only 52 rather than 53, the
classification would not have improved as the overall average mark would
have fallen below the minimum of 57% required for consideration for an
upgrade.
Process when a Level 6 student has passed some modules but has not
yet been awarded the Degree
Students must register for improvement opportunities via the Safety Net
Scheme within seven days of a pass result for the module being published on
evision after confirmation by the Awards Assessment Board; this does mean
that in some cases a student will need to decide whether to register for an
improvement opportunity in some modules before their final classification is
known. This could be because the student is studying part time at Level 6, or
because they have deferred and/or failed at least one module but have
passed others at first attempt. The process is demonstrated in the following
example.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board
‘Standard’ Level 5 average = 54.3%
‘No-detriment’ Level 5 average = 55.2%
In this case, the ‘no-detriment’ average is higher so is the one used in the
calculation.
Level 6 modules. All passes are at first attempt and have been
completed during the 2020/21 academic year, so are therefore eligible
for improvement opportunities.
Module Code
SW6013

Mark and Grade
61 Pass

Coursework (100%)

61 Pass

SW6017

60 Pass

Critical Appraisal (50%)
Research Proposal (50%

64 Pass
56 Pass

SW6018

0 Deferred

Essay (100%)

0 Deferred

SW6019

47 Pass

Presentation (100%)

47 Pass

SW6016

Pass

Practice Portfolio (Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

20

40

In the above example, the student has deferred SW6018, meaning further
assessment needs to be taken before the award can be made. They cannot at
this stage register for an improvement opportunity in any assessment
components in this module.
However, if the student wishes to register for an improvement
opportunity in any components of the three modules they have passed
(SW6013, SW6017 and SW6019)4 they must register in July; they cannot
wait until their classification is known.
In this example, the student decides to register for an improvement attempt in
SW6019, to be taken alongside the deferred component in SW6018.
Student Profile at September 2021 Awards Assessment Board.
The result of the improvement opportunity is highlighted in green and
the new result of the previously deferred component is highlighted in
yellow.
Module Code
SW6013

Mark and Grade
61 Pass

Coursework (100%)

61 Pass

SW6017

60 Pass

Critical Appraisal (50%)
Research Proposal (50%

64 Pass
56 Pass

SW6018

55 Pass

Essay (100%)

55 Pass

SW6019

50 Pass

Presentation (100%)

50 Pass

SW6016

Pass

Practice Portfolio (Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

20

40

All modules have now been passed so the award will be made according
to the following calculation:
In the above example, the Level 6 weighted average is 56.5%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 56.5% divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 37.67
Overall average = 56.07% (18.4+37.67)
Classification = Lower Second Class Honours (2.2)
4

SW6016 is practice, assessed on a pass/fail basis, so there is no mark to improve

The student narrowly misses out on Upper Second Class Honours (2.1) as
their average does not fall into the 3% borderline (see page 1 and 2); they
have 40 Level 6 credits at the 2.1 level (60%+) so an overall weighted
average of at least 57% would give an improved 2.1 classification.
The student is not at this stage entitled to register for improvement
opportunities in SW6013, SW6017 or SW6019 as this had to be done when
the pass results were first published in July. However, as module SW6018
has just been passed at first attempt, the student is entitled to register for an
improvement opportunity in this module, and as they are so close to gaining a
2.1, in the following example they decide to register.
Student profile at the next Awards Assessment Board, following
completion of the improvement opportunity. New result highlighted in
green.
Module Code
SW6013

Mark and Grade
61 Pass

Coursework (100%)

61 Pass

SW6017

60 Pass

Critical Appraisal (50%)
Research Proposal (50%

64 Pass
56 Pass

SW6018

61 Pass

Essay (100%)

61 Pass

SW6019

50 Pass

Presentation (100%)

50 Pass

SW6016

Pass

Practice Portfolio (Pass/Fail)

Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

20

40

Following the improvement opportunity, the student’s Level 6 average
has improved from 56.5% to 58.00%
Level 5 average = 55.2%
Level 6 average = 58.00%
Level 5 average = 55.2% divided by 3 = 18.4
Level 6 average = 58.00 divided by 3 then multiplied by 2 = 38.67
Overall weighted average = 57.07% (18.4+38.67)
This gives an improved overall classification of Upper Second Class Honours
(2.1) as the overall weighted average is within 3% of the 2.1 classification

boundary and half the Level 6 credits for which numerical marks are available
are at the 2.1 level.
It is important to note that had the student failed to improve their
classification they would not have been entitled to register for any
further improvement opportunities and the 2.2 would have been final.

Taught Postgraduate Awards – Safety Net Scheme
The following applies to students studying Level 7 modules on a taught Masters Degree or a
Postgraduate Diploma in the 2020/21 academic year; it is intended to demonstrate the operation
of the ‘safety net’ scheme, which can be summarised as follows1:






Students will be given the opportunity to retake assessment components passed at first
attempt in the 2020/21 academic year, with the aim of improving the final classification. This
applies to module results published after 1 March 2021
Students can only improve their average mark and, depending on performance, the final
classification in taking up this option2. If the student attains lower marks, or does not submit
again, the original marks stand
Students keep the original award and any classification during the period in which any
retakes are taking place
Students will have seven days from publication of results to register for any retakes they
wish to take. In many cases the decision will need to be taken without knowing the final
award (see page 7)
There is only one opportunity to retake components; once this opportunity has taken place
the module mark is final and, where applicable, the final award will be made

Modules are assessed on the following basis:
70+
60 – 69
50-593
0-49









Distinction
Merit
Pass
Fail

All modules must be passed for the award to be made
Distinction and Merit are not available on a Postgraduate Certificate, so this guide does not
apply to students registered on Postgraduate Certificate awards
In order to be eligible for a Distinction, a candidate for a Masters Degree or Postgraduate
Diploma must attain a mark of 70% or higher in Level 7 modules representing at least half
the credits for which numerical marks are available. The modules may include the
dissertation. The same classification rules apply to the award of Merit, with the threshold
being module marks of 60%+. The average percentage mark across all modules is not
considered in classification calculation.
As a result of the method by which Distinctions and Merits are awarded, retaking
components in a module which already has a mark of 70%+ cannot possibly have any effect
on the overall award.
Retaking modules which have been passed at second or third attempt, and which have
therefore been capped at the pass mark, will also have no impact on whether a Distinction
or Merit can be awarded as the mark would still be capped at the pass mark following the
retake.

1

Also see Student FAQ document for more detailed information
unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy
3 For modules registered prior to 1 August 2019 the pass mark is 40%
2
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Masters Degree with marks for the full 180 credits
Set of Results at Awards Board at which the Masters Degree award is made
Module Code
EX7001

Mark and Grade
75 Distinction

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

80 Distinction
70 Distinction

EX7002

72 Distinction

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

74 Distinction
66 Merit

EX7003

68 Merit

Coursework (100%)

68 Merit

EX7004

60 Merit

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)

65 Merit
55 Pass

EX7005

58 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%

66 Merit
50 Pass

EX7006

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX7007

52 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
52 Pass

Credits
20

20

20

20

20

20

60

In this example, the student has:
40 credits at Distinction level
40 credits at Merit level (so 80 credits at Merit level or above)
100 credits at Pass level
As fewer than half the credits are at Distinction or Merit level, neither a Distinction or Merit will be
awarded.
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the passed components
again in order to try to attain a Distinction or Merit.

2

There are a significant number of different ways in which this could be achieved, and what is best for
each student will vary dependent upon a number of different factors; the following examples are by
no means exhaustive but seek to demonstrate a few possibilities. It is important to point out that
undertaking further assessment by no means guarantees an improved classification, which will only
be awarded where the criteria set out on pages 1 of this document are met.
In this particular case, much depends upon whether the student is aiming for a Merit or a
Distinction. If the student is aiming for a Merit then they only need an additional 20 credits at the
Merit level, giving 100 out of 180 overall. This could be achieved by retaking one or more of EX7005,
EX7006 or EX7007. In this example, the student has decided to retake only the presentation
component of EX7005, with the aim of improving the overall module mark from 58% to at least 60%.
A Distinction is not attainable in this case as even if the EX7005 mark improves to 70%+ only 60 of
the 180 credits would be at the Distinction level.
Set of results following additional assessment, with new marks highlighted in green
Module Code
Mark and Grade
Credits
EX7001
75 Distinction
20
Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

80 Distinction
70 Distinction

EX7002

72 Distinction

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

74 Distinction
66 Merit

EX7003

68 Merit

Coursework (100%)

68 Merit

EX7004

60 Merit

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)

65 Merit
55 Pass

EX7005

60 Merit

Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%)

66 Merit
54 Pass

EX7006

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX7007

52 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
52 Pass

20

20

20

20

20

60

3

The student has only marginally improved the EX7005 presentation mark, from 50 to 54%. However,
this has resulted in the overall module mark changing from 58% (Pass) to 60% (Merit). As the
student now has 100 of the 180 credits at the Merit level or above, a Merit would be awarded.
In the following example, the student has decided to undertake sufficient additional assessment to
potentially gain a Distinction, by completing further assessment in the 60 credit dissertation module.
Although this gives a chance of a Distinction, it does of course involve more work as a result of the
credit value of the module and the fact the mark would have to rise significantly to move into the
Distinction category.
Set of results following additional assessment, with new marks highlighted in green

Module Code
EX7001

Mark and Grade
75 Distinction

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

80 Distinction
70 Distinction

EX7002

72 Distinction

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

74 Distinction
66 Merit

EX7003

68 Merit

Coursework (100%)

68 Merit

EX7004

60 Merit

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)

65 Merit
55 Pass

EX7005

58 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%

66 Merit
50 Pass

EX7006

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX7007

68 Merit

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

70 Distinction
68 Merit

Credits
20

20

20

20

20

20

60

An overall EX7007 module mark of 70%+ would have led to the award of Distinction. In this case, the
student has failed to improve the mark to the Distinction level, so only 40 of the 180 credits are at
the Distinction level. However, as the mark is now at the Merit level, they now have a total of 140
out of 180 credits at the Merit level or above, so a Merit would be awarded.
4

Masters Degree where the student has brought in 60 credits from another University in place of
modules EX7001, EX7002 and EX7003 (marks from other Universities are not used)
Set of Results at Awards Board at which the Masters Degree award is made
Module Code

Mark and Grade

Credits

60 credits from another
University

Pass (No mark)

60

EX7004

72 Distinction

20

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)

76 Distinction
68 Merit

EX7005

70 Distinction

Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%

80 Distinction
60 Merit

EX7006

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX7007

52 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
52 Pass

20

20

60

In this case, numerical marks are only available for 120 credits, so for a Distinction or Merit to be
awarded a total of 60 credits need to be at 70%+ or 60%+ respectively.
In this example, the student has:
40 credits at Distinction level
0 credits at Merit level
80 credits at Pass level
As fewer than half the credits are at Distinction or Merit level, neither a Distinction or Merit will be
awarded.
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the passed components
again in order to try to attain a Distinction or Merit.
As in all cases, there are a number of different possibilities. However, this student only needs an
additional 20 credits at 70%+ to be awarded a Distinction, or an additional 20 credits at 60-69% in
order to be awarded a Merit, so they have decided to retake the EX7006 assessment (20 credits)
rather than the EX7007 assessment (60 credits).

5

Set of results following additional assessment, with new marks highlighted in green
Module Code

Mark and Grade

Credits

60 credits from another
University

Pass (No mark)

60

EX7004

72 Distinction

20

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)

76 Distinction
68 Merit

EX7005

70 Distinction

Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%

80 Distinction
60 Merit

EX7006

70 Distinction

Coursework (100%)

70 Distinction

EX7007

52 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

50 Pass
52 Pass

20

20

60

In this case, numerical marks are only available for 120 credits, so for a Distinction or Merit to be
awarded a total of 60 credits need to be at 70%+ or 60%+ respectively.
In this example, the student now has:
60 credits at Distinction level
0 credits at Merit level
60 credits at Pass level
The student would now be awarded a Distinction. If the EX7006 mark had improved to 60-69% a
Merit would have been awarded.

6

Students need to apply for further assessment within 7 days of the module result being confirmed
and published on evision; this means that in many cases the decision on whether to take further
assessment will need to be taken before the results of all modules and the final award outcome are
known.
Masters Degree
Set of Results at Awards Board at which only EX7001, EX7002 and EX7003 marks are confirmed
Module Code
EX7001

Mark and Grade
68 Merit

Credits
20

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

80 Distinction
56 Pass

EX7002

58 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

59 Pass
55 Pass

EX7003

52 Pass

Coursework (100%)

52 Pass

EX7004

Not available

20

Not available

20

Not available

20

Not available

60

20

20

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)
EX7005
Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%
EX7006
Coursework (100%)
EX7007
Proposal (10%)
Dissertation (90%)

In this case, the student needs to decide whether to undertake further assessment in the modules
for which results have just been published (EX7001, EX7002 and EX7003). Again, there are a
significant number of possibilities and much will depend upon whether the student is aiming for a
Merit, Distinction, or whether this isn’t critical to them and they just wish to attain the award.
As the marks of more than half of the award (120 of the 180) are still to be determined, it is possible
for this student to attain a Distinction or Merit without completing any further assessment in
7

EX7001, EX7002 or EX7003. However, they may decide to take further assessment in EX7001 (with
the aim of improving the 20 credits to a Distinction) and/or EX7002 and/or EX7003 (with the aim of
improving to a Merit or Distinction). Equally, they may decide not to take any further assessment
and to focus entirely on the remaining credits.
Postgraduate Diploma
A student on a Postgraduate Diploma would normally have marks for 120 credits, so in order for the
award to be made with Distinction or Merit, a minimum of 60 credits would have to be at the
Distinction (70%) or Merit (60%) level.
Set of Results at Awards Board at which the Postgraduate Diploma award is made
Module Code
EX7001

Mark and Grade
75 Distinction

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

80 Distinction
70 Distinction

EX7002

68 Merit

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

69 Merit
65 Merit

EX7003

56 Pass

Coursework (100%)

56 Pass

EX7004

54 Pass

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)

58 Pass
50 Pass

EX7005

53 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%

55 Pass
51 Pass

EX7006

50 Pass

Coursework (100%)

50 Pass

Credits
20

20

20

20

20

20

In this case, numerical marks are available for 120 credits, so for a Distinction or Merit to be
awarded a total of 60 credits need to be at 70%+ or 60%+ respectively.
In this example, the student has:
20 credits at Distinction level
20 credits at Merit level
80 credits at Pass level
8

As fewer than half the credits are at Distinction or Merit level, neither a Distinction or Merit will be
awarded.
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the passed components
again in order to try to attain a Distinction or Merit.
As in all cases, there are a number of different possibilities. In this case an additional 40 credits at
70%+ are required for a Distinction, and an additional 20 credits at 60%+ are required for a Merit.
The student therefore decides to take further assessment in modules EX7003 and EX7004.
Set of results following additional assessment, with new marks highlighted in green
Module Code
EX7001

Mark and Grade
75 Distinction

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

80 Distinction
70 Distinction

EX7002

68 Merit

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

69 Merit
65 Merit

EX7003

75 Distinction

Coursework (100%)

75 Distinction

EX7004

68 Merit

Coursework 1 (50%)
Coursework 2 (50%)

70 Distinction
66 Merit

EX7005

53 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Presentation (50%

55 Pass
51 Pass

EX7006

50 Pass

Coursework (100%)

50 Pass

Credits
20

20

20

20

20

20

In this case, numerical marks are available for 120 credits, so for a Distinction or Merit to be
awarded a total of 60 credits need to be at 70%+ or 60%+ respectively.
In this example, the student now has:
40 credits at Distinction level
40 credits at Merit level
40 credits at Pass level
9

A Distinction cannot be awarded as only 40 of the 120 credits are at the Distinction level. If the
EX7004 module mark had improved to 70%+ then a Distinction would have been awarded.
The student has 80 credits at the Merit level or above, so a Merit would be awarded.
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This guide applies to Foundation Degree students studying modules at Level 5 in the
2020/21 academic year only
Foundation Degree Classifications – Summary sheet and examples
The following applies to students studying Level 5 of a Foundation Degree in
the 2020/21 academic year; it is intended to demonstrate the operation of the
‘safety net’ scheme, which can be summarised as follows1:
•
•
•
•

Students will be given the opportunity to retake assessment components
passed at first attempt2 in the 2020/21 academic year, with the aim of
improving the final classification
Students can only improve their average mark and, depending on
performance, the final classification in taking up this option3. If the student
attains lower marks, or does not submit again, the original marks stand
Students keep the original award and classification during the period in which
any retakes are taking place
Students will have seven days from publication of results to register for any
retakes they wish to take

1. Foundation Degree Classification Algorithm
The following explains the University’s Foundation Degree classification algorithm.
•
•
•
•

•

All modules must be passed or condoned in order for the degree to be
awarded.
In cases where marks are available for the full 120 credits at Level 5, the
average is based on the best 100 credits, with this average rounded to 2
decimal places; this gives a lowest mark discard of 20 credits
Module credit values are taken into account in the calculation of the average
percentage mark; a 40 credit module has double the worth of a 20 credit
module, for example.
In calculating a module mark, the percentage weighting of each assessment
component is taken into account; the module result is then rounded to the
nearest whole number, so up from .5 and above and down from .4 and below
– eg 52.5 is rounded to 53 and 52.4 is rounded to 52
Level 4 modules must be passed or condoned but do not contribute to the
average upon which the classification is based

1

Also see Student FAQ document for more detailed information
Retaking components in modules passed at second or third attempt cannot change the overall
average mark or classification; these modules marks will have been capped at 40% and would be
capped at 40% again even if they were retaken
3 unless they commit a serious breach of the Academic Integrity Policy
2

1

This guide applies to Foundation Degree students studying modules at Level 5 in the
2020/21 academic year only

The following criteria are applied and are considered sequentially:
1. Average Mark
70%+
60 – 69.99%
40-59.99%

Distinction
Merit
Pass4

However, the overall mark is rounded up as follows:
69.5% is rounded up to 70% and a Distinction is awarded
59.5% is rounded up to 60% and a Merit is awarded
2. Average mark and profile
Where the student’s average percentage mark is no more than 3% from the
classification boundary (displayed in the table above), they will be awarded the
higher class where at least half their Level 5 credits are at the required level:
67 – 69.49% may be considered for a Distinction
57 - 59.49% may be considered for a Merit
The following examples demonstrate the potential impact of students taking
assessment components again via the ‘safety net’ scheme. The safety net only
applies to modules taken in the current academic year and not to those passed in
previous academic years.

4

Pass is not a classification for the final award. If a Merit or Distinction is not achieved, the award will
simply be ‘Foundation Degree Science/Arts in ……’
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This guide applies to Foundation Degree students studying modules at Level 5 in the
2020/21 academic year only

Set of Results 1
Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
Level 5 modules passed at first attempt in the 2020/21 academic year
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX5002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX5003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX5004

49 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

40 Pass
50 Pass

EX5005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

The lowest 20 credits (EX5005) are not included in the calculation of the Level 5
average, which using the remaining 100 credits is 56.4%
This average means the Foundation Degree will be awarded, but not with either
Distinction or Merit.
The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the passed
components again in order to try to attain a Distinction or Merit. In order to improve
to a Merit, the student would need to achieve at least one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall average of at least 59.5%
An overall average of between 57% and 59.49% AND at least 60 Level 5
credits with Merit marks of 60%+

3

This guide applies to Foundation Degree students studying modules at Level 5 in the
2020/21 academic year only

In order to improve to a Distinction, the student would need to achieve at least one of
the following:
I.
II.

An overall average of at least 69.5%
An overall average of between 67% and 69.49% AND at least 60 Level 5
credits with Distinction marks of 70%+

There are a significant number of different ways in which either could be achieved,
and what is best for each student will vary dependent upon a number of different
factors; the following examples are by no means exhaustive but seek to demonstrate
a few possibilities. It is important to point out that undertaking further assessment by
no means guarantees an improved classification, which will only be awarded where
the criteria set out on pages 1 and 2 of this document are met.
Example 1
Try to qualify for a Merit by improving the overall weighted average to at least 57%
and gain an extra 20 credits at the Merit level (40 credits are already at this level –
EX5001 and EX5002).
Perhaps the most obvious way to achieve this would be to retake the EX5003
coursework as this is the closest to the Merit boundary. The following shows the
impact of a new mark of 60% (increased from 57%) for EX5003.

4
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2020/21 academic year only

Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new assessment
result for EX5003 highlighted in green
Level 5
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX5002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX5003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX5004

49 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

40 Pass
50 Pass

EX5005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Once again, the lowest 20 credits (still EX5005) are not included in the calculation of
the Level 5 average. Having improved the EX5003 mark from 57% to 60%, the Level
5 average has improved from 56.4% to 57.00%.
This average now falls into the category where a Merit will be awarded if 60 of the
120 Level 5 credits have Merit marks of 60%+.
Having increased the EX5003 mark from 57% to 60% this student now has 60
(EX5001, EX5002 and EX5003) of the 120 Level 5 credits at the Merit level and
therefore a Merit would now be awarded.
It is important to note that had the EX5003 mark only increased from 57% to 59%, a
Merit would not have been awarded as the overall average would have only
increased to 56.8%, too low for an upgrade to a Merit; the student would also have
had only 40 of the 120 Level 5 credits at the Merit level.

5

This guide applies to Foundation Degree students studying modules at Level 5 in the
2020/21 academic year only

Example 2
Retake some of the components with the lowest marks. Again, there are many
different possibilities, but in this example, the student has decided to retake some of
the components in the modules with the lowest marks (EX5004 and EX5005).
Bear in mind that the lowest 20 credits are discarded from the Level 5 average, so in
order for both the EX5004 and EX5005 marks to contribute to the average, the
module marks would need to improve to more than the next lowest mark, which is
57% for EX5003.
Also worth considering is the credit weighting of the module and the percentage
weighting of each component. For example, in EX5004, an increase of 20 marks in
the proposal component (10% weighting) would only add 2 marks to the module
mark, whereas an increase of 20 marks in the project component (90% weighting)
would add 18 marks to the module mark.
The fact EX5004 is a 40 credit module means that any increase in mark will have a
more significant impact than the same increase in a 20 credit module. However, it is
also likely that more work will be required as a result of the module’s higher credit
value.
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In this example, the student decided to retake the project component in EX5004 and
both components in EX5005.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new assessment
results highlighted in green
Level 5
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
67 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

74 Pass
60 Pass

EX5002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX5003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX5004

61 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

40 Pass
63 Pass

EX5005

52 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

56 Pass
48 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Despite improving the marks, the lowest 20 credits is still in EX5005, so this is still
discounted from the calculation of the Level 5 average.
However, the increase in the EX5004 mark means that, using the best 100 credits,
the Level 5 average is now 61.2% and a Merit would therefore be awarded.
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Obviously, the further from the next classification boundary a student’s average mark
is, the greater the improvement required in the component and module marks in
order to improve the classification; the following example is intended to demonstrate
this point.
Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
Level 5
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
60 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

62 Pass
58 Pass

EX5002

54 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

58 Pass
42 Pass

EX5003

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX5004

43 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

40 Pass
43 Pass

EX5005

42 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

44 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

The lowest 20 credits (EX5005) are not included in the calculation of the Level 5
average which, using the remaining 100 credits, is 51.00%
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The ‘safety net’ scheme would allow this student to take one or more of the passed
components again in order to try to gain a Distinction or Merit. In order to be
awarded a Merit, the student would need to achieve at least one of the following:
I.
II.

An overall Level 5 average of at least 59.5%
An overall Level 5 average of between 57 and 59.49% AND at least 60 Level
5 credits with Merit marks of 60%+

The student in this example has to improve their marks by a significant amount in
order to be awarded a Merit.
Again, there are a significant number of possibilities if the student did decide to take
assessments again; the following seeks to demonstrate just how significant the
improvement needs to be.
Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board with new assessment
results highlighted in green
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
60 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

62 Pass
58 Pass

EX5002

54 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

58 Pass
42 Pass

EX5003

55 Pass

Coursework (100%)

55 Pass

EX5004

60 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

59 Pass
60 Pass

EX5005

58 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

60 Pass
56 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

This student has improved the module marks of EX5004 and EX5005 by 17 and 16
marks respectively.
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EX5002 is now the lowest 20 credits so is discarded from the calculation.
Using the remaining 100 credits the average mark is 58.6%
This average means the student will be awarded a Merit if 60 of the 120 Level 5
credits are at the Merit level.
In this case, following the retakes, 60 (EX5001 and EX5004) of the 120 Level 5
credits are at the Merit level so a Merit would be awarded.
However, it is important to note that had the EX5004 module mark been only one
mark lower (59% rather than 60%) the student would only have 20 out of the 120
credits at the Merit level and a Merit could not then have been awarded.
Process when a Level 5 student has passed some modules but has not yet
been awarded the Foundation Degree
Students must register for improvement opportunities via the Safety Net Scheme
within seven days of a pass result for the module being published on evision after
confirmation by the Awards Assessment Board; this does mean that in some cases a
student will need to decide whether to register for an improvement opportunity in
some modules before their final classification is known. This could be because the
student is studying part time at Level 5, or because they have deferred and/or failed
at least one module but have passed others at first attempt. The process is
demonstrated in the following example.
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Student Profile at June 2021 Awards Assessment Board
Level 5 modules. All passes are at first attempt and have been completed
during the 2020/21 academic year, so are therefore eligible for improvement
opportunities.
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX5002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX5003

57 Pass

Coursework (100%)

57 Pass

EX5004

4 Deferred

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

40 Pass
0 Deferred

EX5005

26 Deferred

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
0 Deferred

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

In the example given above, the student has deferred one component in both
EX5004 and EX5005, meaning further assessment needs to be taken before the
award can be made. They cannot at this stage register for an improvement
opportunity in any assessment components in these two modules.
However, if the student wishes to register for an improvement opportunity in
any components of the three modules they have passed (EX5001, EX5002 and
EX5003) they must register in June; they cannot wait until their classification
is known.
In this example, the student decides to register for an improvement attempt in the
coursework component of EX5003, to be taken alongside the deferred components
in EX5004 and EX5005.
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Student Profile at July 2021 Awards Assessment Board.
The result of the improvement opportunity is highlighted in green and the new
results of the previously deferred components are highlighted in yellow.
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX5002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX5003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX5004

50 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

40 Pass
51 Pass

EX5005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

All modules have now been passed so the award will be made according to the
following calculation:
Level 5 average = 56.8% (using the best 100 credits, discounting EX5005)
The student does not qualify for a Merit or Distinction
The student narrowly misses out on a Merit as their average does not fall into the 3%
borderline (see page 1 and 2); they have 60 Level 5 credits at the Merit level (60%+)
so an overall weighted average of at least 57% would give a Merit classification.
The student is not at this stage entitled to register for improvement opportunities in
EX5001, EX5002 or EX5003 as this had to be done when the pass results were first
published on 9 June. However, as modules EX5004 and EX5005 have just been
passed at first attempt, the student is entitled to register for an improvement
opportunity in any of the components in these two modules, and as they are so close
to gaining a Merit they decide to register to take one component again, this being the
Project (90%) component of EX5004.
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Student profile at the next Awards Assessment Board, following completion of
the improvement opportunity in the Project (90%) component of EX5004. New
result highlighted in green.
Module Code
EX5001

Mark and Grade
64 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

68 Pass
60 Pass

EX5002

60 Pass

Coursework (75%)
MCQ (25%)

62 Pass
54 Pass

EX5003

60 Pass

Coursework (100%)

60 Pass

EX5004

55 Pass

Proposal (10%)
Project (90%)

40 Pass
57 Pass

EX5005

46 Pass

Coursework (50%)
Take Home Assessment (50%)

52 Pass
40 Pass

Credit Value
20

20

20

40

20

Following the improvement opportunity, the student’s Level 5 average has
improved from 56.8% to 58.8%
This gives an improved overall classification of Merit as the overall weighted average
is now within 3% of the Merit classification boundary and half the Level 5 credits are
at the Merit level.
It is important to note that had the student failed to improve their classification
they would not have been entitled to register for any further improvement
opportunities.
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